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Mr. HodgsQn, Curious .Appea'rance in the Sun.

l5

Society a complete diagram of the disk of the ,sun at the time,
and copies of the photographic .records of the variations of the
thl'·ee magnetic e~ements, as obtained at Kew, and pointed out
that a moderate but very marked disturbance took plJtce at
about I .I h 20m A.M., Sept. I st, of short duration; and that
towards four hours after midnight there commenced a great
. magnetic storm, which subsequent accounts established to have
·been as considerable· in the southern .as in the northern hemi. sphere. ·While the contemporary occurrence may deserve
noting, he would not have it supposed that he even leans
towards hastily connecting them. '' One swallow does not make
-.a summer.")

·On a curious Appearance seen in tlte Sun.
'By R. Hodgson, Esq.
"While observing a group of solar spots on the 1st September, I was suddenly surprised at the appearance of a very
brilliant star of light, much brighter than the sun's ~urface,

* Lassell (?).-En~
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Mr. Carrington regrets having omitted previously to communicate the following passage in a letter from M_. Schwabe,
dated March, which is plainly intended for others as well a!
himself:-" The remarks and drawings of Jupiter in the
Monthly Notices by Dawes, Murray, and Lassell, have much
interested me, as I also have long followed the changes which
take place in his bands. Although none of the observations in
·the Mo.ntkly Notices coincide in time with those whieh I ha-ve
obtained, yet I recognise a good accordance in general, ·especially in the two figures given by Sir W. Murray.* Y€t I do
not find indicated in those two figures, that, as I observe, the
whole surface of Jupiter is covered 'vith delicate parallel dark
lines, which are the most conspicuous in the dark belts. The
most delicate ones are to be found in the bright equatoreal
zone, the zone of Schroeter, in the middle of which, or on the
equator itself, they appear rather more distinctly, although this
middle line is not always there.
In the figures·of the
Monthly Notices there are representations of bright round
beads which I do not observe under that character. My impression is that I see longish bright places between the abovenamed parallel lines, in which, or through which, the bright
surface of the planet is discernible. I much wish to learn.
whether Messrs. Da,wes, Murray, or Lassell, or either of them~
_see also those delicate parallel lines. The large and almost
black spo,ts which were seen a short time ago, also dissolved
into similar but much broader and darker parallel lines.
"
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